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OUTER PLANET PROBE ENGINEERING MODEL
STRUCTURAL TcSTS
BY: J. A. SMITTKANP, W. H. GUSTIN AND M. W. GRIFFIN
MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS COMPANY-EAST
SUMMARY
A series tr proof-of-concept tests have partially verified the structural and
thermal design concepts of the Outer Planets Probe. The tests were performed at
NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) and engineering support was provided b y MDAC-EAST
under NASA contract NAS2-9027.
Tests simulated shock loads resulting from booster separation, launch dynamic
environment, and 800 g ,,'s deceleration loads resulting from planetary atmospheric entry.
Prior to testing, spin balance and weight measurements were made un the full scale
engineering Model test article. Preliminary analytical prediction of structure




An atmospheric entry Probe is being developed by NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)
to conduct in situ scientific investigations in the atmospheres of the outer planets.
Launch is followed by interplanetary cruise when the Probe is attached to the space-
craft bus. The Probe is released by the bus close to the outer planet and func-
tions autonomously thereafter. The Probe enters the planet's atmosphere on a
ballistic traJ ectory, decelerates in the atmosphere, and during subsonic freefall
collects and transmits data about the atmosphere.
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-East (MDAC-EAST) designed a Probe for
Saturn and Uranus under NASA contract NAS 2-7328 (Reference 1)and su pported ARC in
the fabrication of a full scale engineering Model of the Probe (Reference 2).
A series of proof-of-concept tests, listed in Figure 1, were conducted at ARC
using the Model as the test article to verify the structural and thermal design
concepts of the Probe. MDAC-EAST supported these tests under contract NAS 2-9027.
This report describes the structural tests. The results of the thermal test
are presented in Reference 3.
TEST SIMULATED FLIGHT ENVIRONMENT
SHOCK RELEASE OF PROBE FROM BOOSTER
DYNAMIC LAUNCH VEHICLE BOOST VIBRATIONS
BASED ON TITAN IIIE DATA
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TEST PLAN
Tests were designed to provide a data base which would build confidence in
the Probe structural design. Proof-of-concept tests which utilized a full scale
Probe engineering Model as the test structure were planned and maximum use was made
of NASA ARC facilities.
Mission events which are critical to the Probe structural design were selected
for test simulation. four tests were planned: structural tests to evaluate the
,a ffect of shock, dynamic, and static loads and a spin balance and weight test.
The structural tests series was based on a Saturn/Uranus Probe mission with a
Titan III launch vehicle. Although the Shuttle is prime launch vehicle, the Titan
III was chosen as being representative of launch vehicles. In addition, a Titan
adapter and hardware were available for testing and the launch environment was defined.
The shock test subjected the Model to pyrotechnic shock environment resulting
from simulated separation from the boost vehicle.
The dynamic test subjected the Model to the simulated dynamic environment of
launch.
The static tests simulated up to 125 percent of quasi-static loading expected
during an 800 gE deceleration during planet atmospheric, entry.
The spin balance and weigh: test was conducted to obtain preliminary mass
properties of the Model.
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TEST MODEL
A full scale engineering Model of the Probe was fabricated by NASA ARC to
serve as the test structure. The Model was fabricated per engineering drawings of a
MDAC-EAST Probe designed during a preliminary definition study for NASA ARC (Reference
1). An external view of the partially assembled Model supported by a machining
fixture is shown in Figure 2. The Model has a spherically blunted conical forebody, a
hemispherical afterbody. a maximum diameter of 35 inches and a bogey weight of
250 pounds. The afterbody has an access door (shown in the figure) and three
recessed attach fittings (one of which is shown in the fiqiire) which Allow attach-
ment of the Probe to the spacecraft bus conical adapter. Simulated equipment was
also fabricated and is shown in Figure 3 installed on the equipment support rings
of the Model. The simulated equipment approximated the shape, size, mass and
attachment pattern of anticipated equipment. Figure 3 also shows the three






















SIMULATED EQUIPMENT IN AEROSHELL 	 FIGURE 3
RTRUCTURAL CONFIBURA i ON
The structural subsystem of the Probe is schematically illustrated in Figure
4. The primary structure consists of a honeycomb sandwich aerosheil having a
fiberglass outer facesheet and an aluminum inner facesheet. Four equipment support
rings are integrally machined with the aluminum facesheet. The aerosheil acts as a
decelerator, protects the equipment during 800 g E 's ballistic deceleration and pro-
vides continuous support for the forward heat shield. The rings distribute con-
centrated equipment inertia loads into the aeroshell. Three attach fittings
located in the afterbody provide for attachment of the Probe to the spacecraft
conical adapter. The fittings attach to the base rin q and afterbody and transfer
all Probe launch loads to the spacecraft conical adapter. The fittings were
fabricated of steel for the Model. The afterbody is a fiberglass honeycomb c+nd-
wich structure. It has cutouts for the attach fittings and an access door. The























Separation of the Probe and spacecraft from the last stage of the launch
veh Rle is accomplished by the release of a V-band clamp ring attaching the
s.,dcecraft conical adapter to the launch vehicle. The clamp ring disengages when two
diametrically opposite preload bolts are cut by pyro actuated bolt cutters. The
resulting shock could be critical on the ball lock bolts which attach the Probe to
the conical adapter at the attach fittings. The ball lock bolts are actuated by
pyro generated pressure allowing the Probe to separate from the conical adapter.
and could be sensitive to shock loads. The primary objective of the shock test
was, therefore, to determine the effect of shock on the operation of the ball lock
bolts. Two shock tests were conducted and provided test data for the extreme
positions of bolt cutters relative to the ball lock bolts.
'he shock test setup is schematically illustrated in Figure 5. The Model with
simulated equipment was mounted in the conical adapter. This subassembly was then
attached to the cylindrical adapter of the Titan III with a V-band clamp ring.
A closeup photograph of the test hardware is s l, own in Figure 6. The photo-
graph shows the conical adapter, the cylindrical adapter, the V-band clamp ring,
one of the pyro actuated bolt cutters and one of the three ball lock bolts. Two
3-axis accelerometers are shown, one directly above the bolt cutter and the other
by the ball lock bolt. Also shown are air pressure lines connected to the ball
lock bolt. These lines were used to provide air pressure to actuate the bolts in
lieu of pyro!echnic pressurization.
Accelerometer locations are shown in Figure 7. A total of seven 3-axes
accelerometers were used. Accelerometers were located to monitor the bolt cutting
shock, structural response on both sides of the Probe/conical adapter attach fitting
interface and response of one of the equipment support rings.
The first test was conducted with the bolt cutters rotated a minimum of 300.


































1 1 0 3 AXIS
2 2 0 3 AXIS
3 3 0 3 AXIS
4 4 0 3 AXIS
5 1 120 3 AXIS
6 1 240 3 AXIS




1 0 = 300 8110°
2 0 = 00 8180°
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clamp ring disengaged. Accelerations at all of the gages were continuously recorded.
After all structural response to the shock had died down, a Model/conical adapter
separation test was conducted and the three ball lock bolts operated successfully
allowing separation. The Model and conical adapter were then rotated so that one
of the bolt cutters was aligned directl y beneath a ball lock bolt and the second
test was conducted.
Maximum accelerations recorded at each location for each test are given in
Figure 8. Maximum acceleration of 1920 g's was recorded at an attach fitting during
the second test. Maximum acceleration at the ball lock bolts was 800 g's recorded
during the first test. Accelerations at the equipment support ring were very small
for both tests. These accelerations are acceptable.
In addition to supplying the accelmration data which can be used to aid defini-
tion of payload structural specifications, these tests demonstrated proof-of-concept:
(1) The two pyro bolt cutters actuated successfully allowing the V-band clamp
ring to properly disengage.
(2) Following each shock test, the three ball lock bolts were successfully
actuated and the Model separated from the conical adapter.
(3) No structural failures occurred and the structure significantly attenuates
the shock loads and significantly reduces shock requirements for equipment.













VERTICAL RADIAL TANGENTIAL VERTICAL RADIAL TANGENTIAL
1 25 32 22 — — —
2 122 65 90 — — —
3 800 3'C 350 650 625 350
4 920 50, 1300 680 530 850
5 15 15 15 — — —
6 15 15 25 — — —





The launch dynamic environment may be critical for the attach fittings which
transmit launch accelerations and environments to the Probe. The primary objective
of the test was to determine the structural response of Oe attach fittings to
simulated launch dynamic environment. A secondary objective was to obtain qualita-
tive information cn the dynamic characteristics of the structural design.
A photograph of the longitudinal test setup is shown in Figure 9. The setup
was similar to that of the shock tests except that aircraft bolts were used in
liQu of the ball lock bolts and V-band clamp ring preload bolts. The setup used a
LING A300B shaker, a head expander to accommodate the large diameter cylindrical
adapter and team tables to ensure that only longitudinal (vertical) motion occurred.
Instrumentation consisted of eight 3-axis accelerometers. Locations of the
accelerometers on the Model are schematically shown in Figure 10.
Six tests were conducted; sinusoidal and random along each of the Model
orthogonal axis. The longitudinal axis was tested first with the setup shown in
Figure 9. The shaker table was then rotated to a horizontal position, the vertical
team tables were removed and tests of the two lateral axes of the Model were
conducted. Input environment was controlled at the heaul expander. The input
environments were those given in Figure 11 with one exception. Due to equipment
limitations (primarily shaker output capability vs mass of the test specimen and
fixtures) the test level obtained for the longitudinal axis was down approximately
8 dB, 3.16g rms instead of 8.16g rms for the overall random vibration.
The structure appears to have good dynamic characteristics. No major prob-
lems were detected. The only significant amplifications ( greater than 10) of the
input environments occurred at the simulated relay box and simulated antenna. A
maximum amplification of 34 at 12 Hz occurred at the relay box during lateral
sinusoidal vibration and an amplification of 18 at 86 Hz occurred at the antenna
during the longitudinal axis sinusoidal vibration. Close attention to the designs
of the actual relay box and antenna will be required to reduce these amplifications.
13
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PHOTOGRAPH OF DYNAMIC TEST HARDWARE
FIGURE










LONGITUDINAL l OCTAVE,'MIN 5-12 3.0
12-50 3.0
50-200 2.15
BOTH LA1 ERAL 1 OCTAVE,'MIN 5-10 1.95
10-21 1.95
11-200 1.50







POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY iPSD)
LEVEL (j Hz)
20-100 0.056 AT 100 Hz INCREASE BY
6 dB PER OCTAVE FROM 20-100 Hz
ALL 3 AXIS 1 100-1000 0.056
1000-2000 0.056 AT 1000 Hz WITH ROLL OFF OF
12 dB PER OCTAVE FROM 1000 .2000 Hz
Random Vibration Test Spectrum and Duration
DYNAMIC TEST LEVELS
FIGURE 11
Dynamic test data are given in Appendix B.
During testin(j, local structural failures occurred in the afterbody ne	 the
cutouts for two of the three attach fittings.	 The failures were minor and were
not detected until all ,ix tests were completed.	 It is not known which test
initiated the failures.	 One of the failures is shown in the photograph of Figure
1;.	 T l ie afterbody honeycomb sandwich facesheets separated from the core near the
core reinforcements.	 The failures are primarily attributed to the cantilever
design of the attach fittings. 	 As illustrated in Figure 13 the fittings require
a reaction at the afterbody (R AF' ) to be in static equilibrium when an attach load
Ip A P PI - 
IPD) is applied.	 The load induced in the afterbody may have caused the local
, tructur-al failures.
A modified attach fitting design shown in Figure 14 's recommended. 	 The
modified design provides adequate load paths so that all applied loads can ha
reacted at the base diameter rinq. A fiberglass shell is used to close out the










































The aeroshell supports the equipment under 800 9E 's inertia loading balanced
by the forebody aerodynamic pressure during planetary atmospheric entry. Primary
fl	 objective of the static tests was to verify strength of the aeroshell under this
loading. Secondary objective was to compare test results with preliminary analyti-
cal predictions.
The static test setup is schematically illustrated in Figure 15. The Model
aeroshell and an especially designed static test fixture were used. The fixture
was designed and fabricated by NASA ARC.
The fixture applied hydrostatic pressure to the forward side of the aeroshell
to simulate atmospheric deceleration pressure. Loads to balance the pressure were
applied by hydraulic pistons to the aeroshell equipment support rings to simulate
inertia loads of equipment. All loading simulated loads at zero angle of attack
(i.e.. no lateral loads). The aeroshell was centered in the fixture by a guide ring.
Thick plates distributed the hydraulic piston loads to the aeroshell rings. Linear
bearing assemblies were placed between the plates and rings to prevent radial
restraint of the rings by the plates. A photograph of the linear bearing assemblies
used on the first ring is given in Figure 16. The assemblies are mounted on the
thick plate used to distribute load to the first ring.
A photograph of the test setup is given in Figure 17. The aeroshell is mounted
inside the test fixture and is not visible in the photograph. All of the hydraulic
piston lines are connected to a common reservoir and pump. The fluid for pressuriz-
ing the forward surface has a separate pump. All instrumentation wiring is con-
nected to a Hewlett-Packard diaital rp cordp r as illtostrat pd in Figure 18.
Instrumentation o; .he aeroshell consisted of 10 deflectometers, 19 biaxial strain
gages and 16 uniaxiai strain gages. Locations of the deflectometers are given in
Figure 19 and locations of strain gages are given in Figure 20. In addition 16 of
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STATIC TEST STRAIN GAGE LOCATIONS
24
FIGURE 20
A total of three test loadings of the aeroshell were completed and are sum-
marized in Figure 21. The first test utilized multipoint loading of the rings not
exceeding limit load. The positions of the linear bearing assemblies rn each ring
are shown in Figure 22. The first test closely simulated axisymmetric uniform
loads and test results are compared with preliminary structural analy-
sis predictions later in this section.
The other two tests were at limit and ultimate (ultimate = 1.25 x limit) load
respectively and utilized more discrete loading of the rings by grouping the linear
bearing assemblies as shown in Figure 23. These tests closely simulated the dis-
crete ring loading conditions expected during flight.
The ultimate load applied to each ring is given in Figure 24. The load distri-
bution corresponded to the payload weight distribution given by Reference 1. Load
corresponding to a total weight of 134.8 pounds was simulated and is representative
of the Reference 1 design without the forward heat shield material and insulation
blanket.
The aeroshell withstood limit loads without detrimental deformation and ulti-
mate loads without failure. Complete test data is given in Appendix C. Signifi-
cant data and results are discussed here.
Maximum measured aeroshell strains as a function of load are presented in
Figures 25 to 27. The maximum strain of the aluminum skin was at the base of the
third ring where limit strain of -0.166% was measured during the second test as
shown in Figure 25. The strain did not change appreciable between the first and
second test and was linear with applied load. A strain of -0.21% was measured at
ultimate load.
The maximum strain of the fiberglass skin was under the second ring where
limit strain of +0.292% was measured during the first test as shown in Figure 26.
The st In did not change appreciable between the first and second tests. Slight
nonlinearity of measured strain with applied load is evident. A strain of +0.356%
was measured at ultimate load.
25
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TEST NUMBER LOAD TYPE MAXIMUM LOAD
I SEE FIGURE 21 LIMIT
2 SEE FIGURE 23 LIMIT





STATIC TEST RUNS	 FIGURE 21
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FIBERGLASS SKIN MAXIMUM STRAIN VS LOAD
FIGURE 26
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The honeycomb core cell wall compression maximum strain was under the second
ring where limit strain of -0.205% was mcasured as shown in Figure 27. An increase
in strain of about 10% is evident between the first and second tests and is attri-
buted to higher local loads present in the second test. Slight nonlinearity of
measured strain with applied load is also evident in this fiberglass core. A
strain of -0.254% was measured at ultimate load.
The largest strain recorded occurred on the outboard side of the first ring
stem and was +0.477% in the vertical direction at ultimate load. The ring was
theoretically loaded as shown in Figure 28(a). This loading would result in
vertical compression strains in the stem. The actual ring loading may have been
as shown in Figure 28(b). The offset loading results in vertical tensile strains
on the outboard side of the stem as measured in the test. A permanent strain of
+0.03% resulted.
Test data indicates that the more discrete ring loads present in the second
and third test generally did not result in significant additional strains over
strains present in the first test.
Deflections measured during the tests are given in Appendix C but are not
considered to be reliable. As shown in Figure 29 the base ring vertical deflection
as a function of applied load was not repeatable. Deflections have not been further
evaluated.
Photographs of the aeroshell after testing are presented in Figures 30 and 31.
Figure 30 shows the fiberglass skin side of the aeroshell. The strain gages on the
skin, are shown and two plugs at circular cutouts in the aeroshell are visible. No
failures of the skin were detected. Figure 31 shows the aluminum skin side of the
aeroshell. The four equipment support rings are shown. Strain gages and wiring
are still on the aeroshell. No failures of skin or rings were detected.
Preliminary predictions of aeroshell internal strains were completed for com-
parison with test data. An analytical model formulated for the Structural Analysis
31
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AEROSHELL ALUMINUM SKIN AFTER TEST
FIGURE 31
35
of Axisymmetric Solids (SAAS 111) computer program was utilized and is illustrated
in Figure 32. Axisymmetric solid ring elements represented the isotropic fiberglass
skin, orthotropic fiberglass honeycomb core, isotropic aluminum skin and aluminum
rings. Linear mechanical properties were utilized. Axisymmetric loads representr-
tive of the first test were applied to the model a-.d internal strains obtained.
The predicted limit strains and strains measured during the first test at selected
locations are given in Figure 33. The aluminum skin and fiberglass skin strains
are in fairly good agreement. The honeycomb core cell wall strains are in poor
agreement. The core cell wall test strain possibly included axial strain plus
wall bending strain resulting in substantially less strain than predicted. Back
























ALUMINUM SEE MERIDIONAL +04014 +0.0017
SKIN FIG. 25 HOOP -0.00.16 4.0018
FIBERGLASS SEE MERIODIONAL +0.0029 +0.0021
SKIN FIG.3
FIBERGLASS SEE ALONG CELL -0.0018 -0.0034
CORE FIG. 27 WALL
COMPARISON OF LIMIT TEST STRAINS AND PREDICTED STRAINS
FIGURE 33
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SPIN BALANCE AND WEIGHT TEST
A spin balance and weight test of the engineering Model was conducted to verify
the Model mass properties prior to the other three structural tests. Testing
measured the weight, center of gravity location, the spin axis
moment of inertia and defined mass requirements to null the spin axis
cross products of inertia. The partially fabricated Model was tested without the
soft ablator in the aft heat shield, forward subassembly of fiberglass honeycomb
core and facesheet, and forward heat shield; none of which were available at time
of testing. The simulated equipments were mounted inside the Model.
Figure 34 shows the spin balance test setup used to determine lateral c.q. and
cross products of inertia. The Model is attached to a tooling Fixture which in turn
is attached to the Treble spin balance table. The tooling fixture was balanced prior
to the test.
The moment of inertia test setup is shown in Figure 35. The tooling
fixture was used to interface between the Model and mass inertia table. The mass
inertia of the tooling fixture was measured prior to the Model test.
Results of the mass properties tests are given in Fiy..	 36. Measured test
data is listed under "AS MEASURED". Test results ag. •	well with predictions.
Addition of 3.39 pounds of ballast to the Model as shown in the figure was calculated
to null the cross products of inertia. The values given under "CALCULATED FROM TEST
DATA WITH BALLAST" and under "PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENT" indicate that preliminary crass
property requirements are met with the possible exception of the x c.g. location.
However, as noted on the chart the 9.53 inch value given for the x c.g. location
is predicted to change to 8.64 inch when the fiberglass core and facesheet and heat







































PHOTOGRAPH OF MASS INERTIA TEST HARDWARE 	
FIGURE 35





WEIGHT (LB) 96.06•0 94.6 95.5 111
X C.G.	 (IN.) 9.420" 9.56 9.53"«« 8.18
Y C.G.	 (IN.) 0.04 0.06 0 —0
Z C.G.	 (IN.) —0.20 —0.09 0 10
I x	(SLUG FT2) 2.055 1.811 1.926
1 	 (SLUG FT2) 1.361 N.M. N.M. (NOT MEASURED) Ix	 1.1 l ye Iz
I =	(SLUG FT2) 1.280 N.M. N.M.
PXY
	
(SLUG FT2) 0.000 0.000 0 —0
PXZ	 (SLUG FT2) -0.023 0.012 0 —0
3.39 LB OF
BALLAST
' BALLAST ADDED AS SHOWN AT 'RIGHT 	 ---	 —
«« INCOMPLETE MODEL CONFIGURATION
8.58 WITH STRUCTURAL SANDWICH AND
HEAT SHIELDS
««.. 8.64 WITH STRUCTURAL SANDWICH AND
HEAT SHIELDS








This completed series of structural tests have partially verified and enhanced
confidence in the probe structural concept; no further early developmental tests
of the engineering Model are recommended. However, additional structural tests
beyond the scope of these proof-of-concept tests are required to fully verify the
probe structural integrity and should be conducted on a full scale engineering Model
of the final probe flight hardware design. A brief summary of future structural
tests and recommended test fixtures is given in Figo-,-e 37.
TEST COMPONENT TEST FIXTURE
STATIC FORWARD AEROSHELL CENTRIFUGE OR SRBT TYPE FIXTURE EXCEPT USE
FLUID BAGS FOR FOREBODY PRESSURE APPLICATION
AFT AEROSHELL CENTRIFUGE OR FLUID BAGS /FIXTURE
EQUIPMENT CENTRIFUGE
DYNAMIC COMPLETE PROBE ASSEMBLY SHAKE TABLE WITH APPROPRIATE LOAD, MASS CAPABILITY
SHOCK COMPLETE PROBE ASSEMBLY NONE REQUIRED
RECOMMENDED FIXTURES FOR FUTURE TESTS
FIGURE 37
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Shock at Pelmac Bolt. Test 2, Position 3. at 0°
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Shock on Probe at Pelt-ac Bolt, Pusrtron 2, 0°, Test 2












Shock on Probe Instrument Mounting Ring, Position 1, 0°, Test 2
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Shock on Probe Instrumert Mounting Ring Position 1. 240	 Test 2
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Shock on Adapter at Pelmac Bolt, Position 3, 120*, Test 2










Shock on Adapter at Clamp Band, Position 4, 0°, Test 1












Shock on Adapter at Pelmac Bolt, Position 3, 0 0 . Test 1










Shock on Adapter at Pelmac Bolt, Test 1, Position 3, 1200
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This appendix contains t he test data ^vcorded during the three static tects.
The data for each test consists of several "RUN" data groups which correspond to
various load levels. The load level is given by the value of "P2" which is the
pressure applied to the forebody. The value of P2 at limit load is 121 PSI.
Within a RUN data group is given: (1) the time of the data recording. (2) the
hydraulic pressure (P1) in PSI. (3) the hydrostatic pressure (P2) in PSI, (4)
hydraulic actuated rod loads in pounds. (5) deflections of the deflectome.er  in
inches, (6) and strains measured by the strain gages. The rod loads, deflections
and strains are proceeded by a channel number which corresponds to gage numbers
as given in Figure Cl. The locations of gages are given in the main report (except
no gages 4 re shown for the rods).
132
kd
GAGE NUMBER VS CHANNEL NUMBER
GAGE CHANNEL GAGE CHANNEL
NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER NUMBER
4 78 30 22
5 30 31 62
6 68 32 61
7 11 33 20
8 10 60
9 51 34 21
10 42 26
11 70 35 39
12 31 37 5
13 50 41
14 79 39 1
15 74 40 48
34 45
16 24 41 73
63 6
17 40 42 49
43 8
18 23 43 47
64 9
19 44 44 72
2 4
20 3 45 71
35 32
21 76 46 33
28 47 75
22 67 48 69
27 37
23 25 49 0
24 65 50 29
25 66 36
27 38 51 77
28 46
29 7 Channels 12 to 19 and 52 to 59 for load rods
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q 0.002522 47	 0,000002 9 0,000243 70 -0.000044 4, 0.000938
71 --01001698 432	 0.000347 33 0.000550 -0.00019 60 0.001151
61 O.00OO23 21 -Oo0OV4%7 26 0.00105 1 0.000271 48 0.00031945 1 o000041 0 -0.000065 29 0.000136 36 010803 K 5 46 -8480201
7 -0.000124 22 -0.000174 62 -0.000130 77 0.000277
P1114 9
TIME	 05:05113132115 Pl x 1124 P2u 114
OP LORD$ IN LOS
15	 4547 16	 2293 56 2276 55 22$6 52 6017
12	 60H 53	 6014 13 6020 54 603? 14 5990
18	 31320 19	 3147 59 3054 5 0- 3217 57 2770
IV	 2787
DErLECTIONS INCHES +111T0 SENSOR
A -0.004 70 -0.009 31 -0.003 It -0.010	 so -0.023
0.057 51
	
0. 044 to	 0.039 68 0.045	 73	 0.029
$TRAIH%;	 IH/114
79 -0.110 1+043 39 -0 0OA726 74 -0. 060? 3-7 34 -0.601^421 24 -14-000023
-0.000672 40 -0.0001;18 43 - -0 , 000 23 -0.000189 64 -0. 000665
44 - ri. v0(1 1  7 2	 0.001363 3 41.0006 ,49 0.602U6 76 0.000262
2 0 0. 0 0 e. 21 6 7 -0.000276 27 -0.00105,' 2' 5 0. 0006,'4 65 0.000228
6 -A. 000 156 $0
	
0. 0603 13 5 f". 0.100 1A, " 41 -0. 8006;:'^ 7 75 -0.001404
Ge 0.000112 37	 0.000572 73 -0.000976 6 -0.001220 49 0.000716
0.002"163 47	 0.000007 9 0. 0 0 u ? 6V 72 .41 . 00097r, 4 0.001035
71 -0.001871 32	 0.06038 , 33 0.000586 20 --vi. 001 44 16 60 0.001264
61 ci.600030 21 -0.001447 26 0.001197 1 0.01J0293 46 P.1.000352	 j
45 0. ► 00044 0 -0.000071 29 0,000140 W 0.00030? 46 -0.000224
7 -0.000134 22 -0.0001:118 62 -0.000145 77 0.000304
T T M C
	




15	 4557 1.,	 2313 56 2306 `i5 z 31 52 5997
!2	 600 53	 59-17 11 606il . 54 GO Z7 14 5990
1  3027	 19 3167	 59 003.	 581 -	 hzy43f^
"'CH.ECTIWB INCHES +111T0
jo 1i.of'-14	 70 -0.008	 31 -0.00.4 	11 -6.1.7110

















	 Pl a 1255	 pa; 12c
ROD LORM I" L8$
52 6721
12	 6740 53	 6714 13	 6735 54 6748 14 6718
V"?	 3314 19	 3374 59	 3477 1.18 3611 57 -2970
IT	 2997
OFFL,ECTIONS INCHFS +INTO SENSOR
0 -0.06 70 -0.00c 31 -0.00	 1; -0.012 so -0.028
2	 0.062 51	 0.049 10	 0.042	 6a O.Aso 0. 032
SMA y lls	 Im"ll"
4 79 -0. 00 1 8`4 39 -0.000801 7'4 -0.000?61 ^M - - 0 P 0 1 5 0 2 24 -0^000017
1 63 -0.080679 40 -0.000571 43 -0.000161 ^0 -0.000194 64 -0.000963
44 0. 009 1 SG 2	 0.001603 3 -0.000715 S 5 0. 00056 76 0.000298
26 0.000310 67 -0.0002 1)0 27, -0. Lie 1 1 62 ^25 0. 000*1136 65 0.000231
66 -0.000122 39	 0.0003 .13 5	 0.00o?,16 4.1 --'1. (434-16 75
C9 0.000135 37	 0.000t; -0. 00 11 Q , 6 00! S0 49 0.0006"a
0.0029A 47	 0.00100) 9	 O.WN."31-1 1 -f ^, -0. 00 10") 9 4 0,001173
71 -0.002079 3 2 1 - 00 1	 2 60 0.0014 ,1 2
41 0.603033 21 -0.001M -!t16	 6.00:`44 1 0. 000 ,31-1 1 48
45 0.000060 0 -0.000088 -ig A 0.060412 46 -0.000251
7 -0.000145 22 -0.00020 62 -1). Doe,) t,6 r'l, 0.06E51
RUN 
12
TTMI! 	 05:05:1313594^)	 Pl= 1253	 K^= t26
ROD LOUS 1"	 1.8,,;
5089 tz	 25po 56	 2566 U15 2590 52 6731
2	 6i,65 53	 6738 13	 6728 54 6738 14 6721
IS	 3307 19	 3301 59	 $491 53 3598 2980
17	 3040
DEFLECTIONS INCHE^', +11 ,M) "PENS-OR
-0.006 70 -0. (06	 .31 1- 10. 006	 11 -0.012 5".	 --D. (129
42 1).063 st	 0. C151	 10 0.044	 6-^,, 0. U51 78 0.03'
STRAINS IN/IN
-0.00182t 39 - 6 A ri 0 1111 74	 -0. 000^^j;2 0. 0 13 1 fS 	 ID 24 -0.0000,37
--U. filJ06 ,17 40 -0.000569 43 - 0. 000 119 -0. 000 1 '42 64 -0.000065
4 --A. 000 196 0.0016V 3 -0.00072a FIA0.13117 76 0.000298
67 -0.00297 27	 -Q. 011116 1--, Z 5 0. 000 0"54 65 0.000232
--o. fill 0 12 1 30	 0. 000 j-r-0 5	 0.00034? 41 -0.000625 75 -0.001672
0 0 0 1 OT 37	 0.000* 3-1 73	 -0. 00 1 1 l li* 6 --0.001415 49 0.000687
8 0. 47	 0.006101 9	 A, 0 0 0	 t 4 0.001172
--0. oo',0'.'4 32	 0. 0004 ,5 `3	 0. 0. 00 1631 60 0.001425
21 -0.001629 '16	 0. Wi 0.000321 Q 0.000402
0	 -1 0. 801D t 29	 0. 000 1 ^11;3 "A 0. OuO43* 46 -0.000251
000 139 22 -e.0002oq 62	 -0. 0W., IS"f '^7 0.000361
R L 14	 1 3
T I ME	 P-1 5 (15: 13: 39;	 Pl= 16	 P2= 2
151	 7
12	 67	 53	 77
	f	 1	 19	 27
	J	 I	 S.7A




1 ?	 70	 5 4
59	 23	 5 181
^-, C N S 0 F
31 -0.007	 11	 0.1"Wil
10 A.M2	 t;,:; Pl, 01J2
40	 .6	 40
0	 14	 70
to	 5 7	 .23
50 -0.009
0.002




°, ! PC, 001,1011 ;11.1
	 4y . .11y x^4 yly ! 7^ r.34	 0. ► 	 i1tj1!^# tc111A1t111 `l 24 -8.00091,13l





If.11 1 1 y11!1`^ 0.0 11I 4 ^' 1 ^'Rti. ► f^f1+i1`^ ^;` ► ,k31101 	` 76 0,, 04:11,006
r,	 ; t3 ii. 111^411l13 a7	 ^ 4J.1 uv'	 'G 27 65 411. 00001) 1











j 0.00036 47	 0. 000111.0 9	 0. 1100008 OF WNW 4 0.0,0023
-0.000006 32	 O. A0001:113 33	 0.0001 1) 1'!1 .. t1.01JO01.3 40 0. 1 00110
t;1 - 41.1301,1 0118 at -0.000Wt 26	 01.4k NOV 16 t 0,01110012 48 0.000013
45 0.000006 0 -0.00001 5 29	 0. 000011 Sk; 11 000003 X46 -0,000004
-0.000013 22 -0, L'OOO 14 6	 00 10t11 7 ^' ^^ ^ 19^IL1l315
* '
k
TIPIF	 W310$2 P1:: 9 pan 1
i
42OD LORDS IM LO
1',.•`	 10 16 56	 1. 55 411 3a 20
1	 3;3 53	 M 1 14	 20 4.4 3 14 20
t 1 {^	 1 ^' 1	 1 11 59	 -3 -7 57 20
1'	 1
W- LECTIONS IMAJES +INTU Sk:F4OR
,0
.001 70 _0.001 '1 --0.006	 11 -0. 00 	 541 -00006
121 	Q. ot,12 51	 0. 0011 10 0.000	 6113 0. 00 1	 ?'Ili, 0.001
,ffalIl4^	 It4^IPI ^
., ri,tiitli+ill," '+	 il.lte11j4!llr "4	 - 4a,1111tIttll •l ;'^ - 11.O ltu i!5 24 0.004:1000
tltt' rt; 40	 , {1t^1!l,tl'3 4ti	 it. 1llllt3^ 0 .	 '? 11.1341 t 'UO C•4 -0.1;100005P j 11.	 1111L	 tti'1' ;^'	 tt, 43iilitl,'1J k 0:1001 Q8 76 0.000004 tt .^,, '1C1 ,,1F..; 4;r	 ~k{.Ct4^1`t".?i ';	 - 41. t1tltti+l ^ ^`^, 11. 1it10tt^t17 • ^5 -41.4;1001^41^
L	 1 t" t,	 lltt.i.t11,^ t:_:	 it, tlfttl110 1l ', 5
	
0,,`3L00 1.4 41 9. OU01:1136 75 0. 00AA; 13 '.
r	 i tt, tilt	 {1iti1 ar	 tJ, "ilit'I;,tli it3	 rt01.1t1 44 0.000002
t't,tftl.}1141r; .1	 t,:Iltti11tiI Lt. (Alf it V I * i i' t".I,ltlt4llj^ ^1 f1. ►^ 1^0013:7 3
;'t .. Lt, 1^1/ 1 1t:14!4 ;;<'	 O. i1tJ41F:0V 33	 11. 00114{(1' µ1i ti. 4.Iu(,00 4 60 0.000009
r I 0. 060000 ''1	 tl, t_Niloti3 26	 1).414101`!11;; 1 Q. 000006 413 0.4^13^ 008
:t[, tt, 11111141'14 t^{	 0. 1;14160ij`+ ;''	 1^.11kitii»i;? _;t; It, r1tJ1t1gkit 1b -y .13i30 1' 04
11. 1^000119 21?	 0.ID000J 61, -41.001P1t 0", 7,' 0. 600002
f ' 1'1111	 L0f4DS I t I	 10
^+	 1 0 1 6 56 10 51 17
3 l:i	 it1 1'?	 - i t t 5	 -1:^;', . 1 57 7
1,	 It ti	 ^r :i kf ' i.. tTI UI 	 111 1 FIE:;	 +IIITCt 4,.	 ,Ct1.11^ I,t
"ut }i, Et^iti ; t,1	 l^	 t'Ut i t 1 -0.0u ;	 11 0. fl k.1. 1 	 0:101	 -t^. 13135 yI f :
	 1	 .11111 51
	
-0. tiND 10 -0.001	 iat; U. t-100	 i la 0.000 U
^3TRAIlr	 Itle*111
l -i1,t1EUi[Itl^r ti'7	 t1	 "Ik,C:Utt*^- 1*4	 .11,1J1i t 111:1^ ''•t, -t^.l llf.t1li '4 0.000001'
r,. •-4l . tJ1_:11^II1^1 '44,1	 0. ite.171t't)f, 43	 O.1 •it,IW04 `':; 0.0000t)", 64 0. 00000 1
•i^ - ii.011001W 0, 1.1811111 v.41111 OOfr, 1'6 0.00 1 1'iO4 =	 4
:' - ti. t}Itiltl#1`^, h;'	 0. 1) 116 4--,::4 1	 1 "a Il, t,tti4lt.11 hs`i - E1.0 11111' 1
1 Eh -11.1111 411 104 'r	 1i,1'It111tt!1 5	 11,1111t1,ii 11 1_1,014.1 4104 15 Q.(101t14	 21
e-' T1 t., 110t,1001, ., 	 I..	 ^1. f, 113 »..-	 1,1 it 1,	 ''ai'	 $	 "'11. ^.	 4	 - r,; ts.[	 , t1tJ4.	 1 ,1:1 49 0 01 60N.1 9•'• .
i 11.IOtitlt'il,l: ^'i	 0,1)4iy^i}t^1 ti	 ^l1.1111	 t(,>^itt ri'. i1,11(t^tt„11t1 4 ^l.(10414'1
I II. till	 ti1.Y at	 1	 (C^Illtik:: .;i	 il, t; till 0. k100006
t.ust,,l it. " 'j	 11111,1?111 t'}.	 wl.t- 	i,d1	 i.. ! 17	 r:1{`thi *}ii 1 t . 4 1 4a C9	 hY`y
4%, t,. 06" t:'t! •4 /	 ii. t:.,l^ tt kt4^ ;;3	 ..t,	 ! Il . ! 	,.:1 i1 ^,f 	 0; 0Z, 4 C, _ 17. 00 V0OU
-	 , ki ►ic,4;t(.1r :^	 -kfttflktRt:; Mr'	 -t1. 11 1	 .





058051 13144109 P1	 5 p m.1
ROD LOA DS I" LSS
15	 5 16	 -to 59	 -1Q 55 17 52 t
is	 ? 53	 1 0 13	 -23 54 -3 14 0Is	 10 19	 -1 7 59	 -27 513 -30 57 -31 7 	 3
INCHES +IN TO 3ENM0 0.001 70 -0.001
	 31 -0.00.1	 11 -0.002




7'9 -0. 000003 35 .-0. 000062 74 -0. 60000? 34 -0.000018 24 0.900009 f63 _0.00001%5 40	 0. 041003 43 -0. 00". 13 23 0.000000 64 0.1` 00004
444 6.000 00 2-0-000014 3 -0.000001 0.006os5 76 0.0000F13 ^.




29 -0.000002 36 0.000001 46 -0.000004 90.000001 62	 0.600000 7;' -0.000004
RUN 1'
R-	 s TIME	 t35tO5:13:40:22	 Pl: 1 plc 0
f
ROD LOADS IN LEIS15 	 l v 16	 -17 56	 7 ^+5 3 52 -1 3 '
i 1 L -	 y	 ;,: 1 13	 "'.,^,' ` 4 ` 1'3' 14 -3019	 -17 Sri
	 -2- r33 57 -7 f
17	 -7
s I'"F L.	 f.7I ftNS	 I i h hiE:y 	+ i t: FO	 :sf 1J	 QRA 1. 00 1, 70 _ 0. Xt U0 ► 	 j l -0.002	 It 0.003,	.`'alt 1-0. 00242 Qi.Otto 5 1 	 •-0. Cie 1	 10 -0.002	 68 -0 .001 	 7e -0.000
,STPRINS IN/114k. 79
_0.001 00 39	 0.00(1 000 74 •-0. ltilty+OU5 :,4 -0.000015 24 0.00001263 -0.000043 40	 0.. 0000 3M 43
	 -O. frtll:it t'AC ' 23 -0.00@005 64 0.00000844 0. 000006 2 -0. 000055 3	 0.000000
 35 0.000022 76 0.00000220 -0.000010 67 - 0.001 161 27	 0.000002 25 -0.00004 7 65 -0.1300022 jt 6 ► . ' 0.010009 a8 -0.13000 13 5	 0, kt%3%tiJ431 41 ta.'.:XO ►1uN3 7;' 0.000033
-0.00001ltij1: 1 37 -0-000006 7;3	 -O. ►.Fii000 6 »4, OGCt ►.t 14 ^? 0.00001 r.0 -0.000023 47 -0.0000t i, -0.00^J aQ3 72 0.000001 4 -0.000004;'1 0. &1( 40
-0. 000600 33	 0.00000020 0.000006 60 -0.000001
ts• t 0.000043 21	 0. 00 1-1 007 25 -0100000 3 1 U.000003 45 0.00000149 w .0 tl 005 0	 0. 006r..06 29 -0. 00000 4 36 •-13.000001 46 -0. 000002
7 0. 00000 1 22	 0.000OP7 62	 0.00000 '7 -0-000006
RU14	 13
TIME	 05-05:14:1W7	 FI= 1 P2= Cl
ROD LOADS IN LPS15	 0 16	 - 56	 ^ 55 -a 52 -1312	 _1» 13	 -17 54 -33 14 -13It:	 -13 19	 --17 59	 -17 58 1? 57 -33 17	 10
" DErLEt_7IONS INCHE',, +I11TO SEN'1OP
'skt
- ►?. x'15 70	 0.005	 31 --0.IDE2	 1 1 - !1:007	 50 0.00942 0.000 51	 -0. 006	 1 k' -0.001
	
6 -01 ou 1	 7.3 -0.000
TEST 1 DATA (CONTINUED)
140
t^r^arr^^ trlrria
79 -0. 0000 39 0. Ne 0. 69111101;
63 — 0 . 00CID48 40 -0. Vi lkwtI 4 43 -0.000629
44 —6.000001 0. 60003
28 -0.000004 {.'`.^ . t 	 a}.r. ' 	r '. i ^. ^l 01110
;'	 0+t ' !;!, 43i13k'k3^^ a^a .^ , tr^;r^ra i ^ ^ -1i 	 l3i+ ►^ ^dri ^c
61 -0.00011130 37 -u. uR M,	 10 73 0.0000W
—0.000M 4*' -0. 441004 a 0. cloritfCIO
f
i	 r. 1 fl, is11 0xag 1 01 600006 26 —0 G!'4r OOO
4t, 0.00004 i s - .0.000u31 2v —0.600;Xr1
r
34J 0 . 00000-1 N 0. 00000",
23 —01000010 64 06000003..
35 •-0.000003 76 0. 000001
Z$ — 01000051 65 "0.00002.9
41 0.000001 75 0.000040Ir 0.000001 49, 0,00000901000005 4 -0.00400720 0.000001 60 -0. 000005
1 —0. 000001 40 F-0.004001














.' TIME	 05113:12130138 n• 0 n w o
ROD LOADS IN LOS
15	 0 15	 ' 0 56 0 55 0 52 9
0 so
0 14 0
18	 a 19	 0 59
1 7 	 0
INCHES +INTO SENSOR
r 30 .0.000 70	 6.+000 31	 0.000	 11 04000 50. 0.000
42 9.000 51	 0.609 10	 01006	 60 01 000 78 0.000
STRAINS IN/IN
79 0.000000 35	 0.000000 74 0.600600 34 0.000000 P4 0.000000
0 0. 000000 40	 0.000000 43 0.000000 2a 0.000000 64 6.000606
44 0.000000 2	 0.000000 3 0.000000 3$ 0.000000 76 0.00000
20' 0.000000 67	 0,900000 27 0.000000 25 0.000000 65 0.600000
' war_", 43.000000 388	 6.600000 5 0.000000 41 0.000000 75 0.060000
„ 69 3.000900 37	 0.000000 73 0.000000 6 9.096000 49 0.000000
3 0.000000 47	 0.000000 9 0.000060 72 0.600000 4 0. 000000
71 0.000000 32	 LID.000000 33 0.000000 ao 0.006000 60 0.000000
61 0.000000 21	 0.000000 26 0.000060 1 0.060000 45. 0.000000





65:13:12:30:35	 111	 0 P2 . 0
t FOOD LORDS IN L0S
15	 16 1.6	 10 56 -10 55 -$ 52 -7
12	 0 53	 0 13 3 54 -10 14. 0
18	 -20 19	 3 59 17 58 0 57
17	 143
DEFLECTIONS INt:'t-IFS +INTO SENSOR
',fi ci. t1 ►36 76	 X1.000 '31	 --0. ►3 ►30	 1 1 cy, t•iGlli 5C1 vi. k300
42 0.000 51	 0.000 1 0 	0.000 60 -0. 000	 7 t3	 - 411, 01,10
TRHIN'a IN IN y
000000 39	 0 P0c10u `4 -0.F„1[10^1411 :^«^ 4i1« 4^ I,^ ►^ ij ►^9G1 24 0. 000r,100 .?
0.:` 0000" 40	 17-000001 43 ►9. i94t4^iit31 -`i °^. 41^ir1001 64 -0. ta4^0001 $'44 ti. ►.1100411 2 -0.000001 3 -0.000001 ;` 0.00000-12 7 6 -0.000000 7
A
. _ t,, 4300001 67	 0.000000 27 €1, 000000 ^5 -c+. 00 000 65 -0.000000
0001"• 91. is -0.000000 0.000001 41 M-100002 75 0.000000► LK10000 37	 0.000 110 1 73 0.000000 t:; 11, CIO 0001 49 0. 000000
t.11flty+1.1(10 4i	 0,006001 9 F1. ►^ Iit;1^iF^4j -I1,:{^iGil^til } kJ.416L^0i31i I:, , 4 CIVICitJ1 Vic'	 01 000I.-Ifl3 0.00000" ,A 0, 4'-100 00 Go - 0. 000000
Ei	 1l,^wiHati^1 1	 1^ 0000c, -.0.tt[9k14101 j 0,	 i4iCiCfti. {,:t (9. ►9th ►^ ► til3 „a
•-	 1	 11Ij1Eil1t. tl	 41, t^1^9 ►14;111 ;'	 '! t^ « k1EifltI lJ1 0 11, 61tJ1	 iJ1_ 1 4r, G1, 4,1I1(,1F_+}
i9. 11Gjti ► FJi
_,.	 1+« IL-11100 62 -0. 110000' t1	 1;1011321'
PU11
" TIME	 0`x:13:12:30:'5	 n • la6 P2 • 43 :a
ROD• LORD'S IN LFS
15	 1726 1 r',	 901 56 841 55 86u 52 22431 ik	 2249 ,,^.^	 ::233 13 224 1 2219 14 22 69
le
	 1055 19	 104 t 59 1065 S1:t Ills 57 1095
17	 .1073
DEFLECTION S
 INCHES +INTO SENSOR
. 4ti °0.001 70 -0.008 31 -0.000 11 -0. C11 w	 50 -0.023
. 42 0,;031 51	 0. 022 19	 0. 0181 68 0.025	 70 0.011
8 0.001858 47 0.000054 9 0.000204 72 --0.000691 4 0.000683
71 -0.001343 32 0.000276 33 0.000524 2 0 -0.001047 60 0.000944
61 0.000364 21 -0.001051 26 0.000831 1 -0.000138 48 0.000181
45 0.000087 0 -0.000003 29 0.000120 36 0.000165 46 -0.000106
7 -0.000078 22 -0.000104 92 -0,000089 77 0,000290
143
TEST 2 DATA (CONTINUED)
STRAINS IW IN
7'9 -0.000746 39 -0-00027 74 -0.000046 .3 4 -0. 000418 24 -0.000049
6 Z-1 -0.000689 40 -0.000040 43 0.000605 F -0. 00002,12 64 -0.000052
4 -0.400007 1 2	 01000 0,579 3 -0.000239 r,t, 0. 00 11 1,0 76
28 0.000103 67 -0,000133 27 -0.000384 2^4 0.4' 4149.305 65 0.000135
0.000093 38	 0. 43041,178 5 0.000171 41 -0.00009 13 75 -0.000499
9 0.000038 37	 O. 73 -0.000526 6 A00411 49 0.0001'
'1 0.001066 4 ?	 0.000026 5 0.000116 _112, • 0.43410`350 4 '0-000351
-0,000700 32	 0.000148 33 0.000300 2" 00015:1? 60 0.000492
6i 0.000199 21 -0.000559 26 0.000427 1 -0. , 000076 4 8 0.000090
45 0.000037 0	 0.000002 29 0.000074 ,sfx 0.000M 46 -0.000037
,f -0.000056 22 -0.0eee50 iR 2 --0.000056 ;7 660 166
kut4 4




15	 1747 16	 904 56 051 YJ lw^ 7 1 52 2261*^
12	 2256 53	 2256 13 2246 4 2223 14 2283





:3 .. 41.001 70 -0.008 31 -0.000 11 90 024
4 2 0.031   si	 0.022 10	 O.ell$ 6k 4i, 01.	 7^i 0.011
S.,TRAINS	 IN/W
7 5 --4i.000747 39 --0.000329 74 -0.000046 :34 0.00042$ .? 4 --0. 000049'
13006 -5 40 -0.000045 43 0. 0006 `4 t3, 0000 ,el !f 64 -0.000051
4 4 -0 . 000E172
0. 000 1	 0 CIO I67	 - O.0	 ^A 2f U 0	 j 0 65 0.000135
ff-6 0.000097 38	 0. 0001-86 5 0.0001 7 1, 0. fjo(jrj,*3 75 -0.000508 J
69 cl . 0 0 C, 0 3 8: 37	 0.000157 "f 3 41. 0005i", * 6 . 0. 0004 1 r; 49 0.000176
010 "1 2 47	 0.000024 9 0.00011 14 12 __ 13. 000 1,52 4 0.000357
0. 0 0 0 0 3'	 0.000150 33 0. JV u. 19O050 6.0 1„ 4:1134:1495
000565 2t+ 0.000430 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 7 48 uA00088
11, !)1 14141^}i- 0	 0.000001 19' 0000730, 3 6 0.000071 46 -0.000037
0001 , 62 -0.000056 0. 0001	 0
PUN 5
TIME n sw pa • ft
ROD LOADS IN LBS
15	 3311 16	 1655 56 1635 1 642 52 4268
1'2'	 4305 53	 4275 13 4235 54 4188 14 4,3, 3^2
e	 1855 19	 2026 59 -059 21;eg 57 1942
17	 1992
DEFLECTIONS INCHES +1f4TO SENSUP
30 -0.001 70 -0.010 31	 -0.001 11 -0. 014-3 	50 -0.044
42 0.042 19 1	 0.1 16 lro 	0.014 •6 0.028 0.018
'STRAINS INAN
79 -0.001350 19 -0.000567 ;'4 -0.000115 4 -0.00W, 00 24 -0.000151
40 -0.000184 43 0.001088 21,_1 -0.000072 64 -0.000041
44 -0.000131 2	 0.000951 -€1.0004',7 5 0. 0 1) 1	 8 6, 76 0. 000:356
28 0.000054 67 -0.000207 27 -0.000686 _'5 0.000466 65 0.000160
66 0.000239 38	 0.000590 5 0.000148 41 -0.000OR4 75 -0.000928
Ica a 00105
RUN C.
T I ME	 05113112130130	 92 pa •
ROD LOAD$ IN LOS
i5	 3324 16	 1665 56 1629 5$ 1665 52 4315
12	 4325 53	 4295 13 4250 54 421 16 14 435e
to
	
1886 19	 2056 59 20146 so 21211.21 57 1`942
17	 1989
DEFLECTIONS INCHES +INTO SENSOR
-0.001 70 -0.010 31 -0.001 It -0.045	 50 -0.045
42 0.043 51	 e.015 10	 0.014 68 000258	 ?3 0.018
STRAINS WIN
"9 -0.001352 39 -0.000574 74 -0,000115 34 -0.000906 24 -0.000153
'63 -0.000031 40 -0.000194 43 0.001154 23 -0.000074 64 -0.000040
44 -0,000135 2	 0.001001 3 -0.000443 $5 0.001880 76 0.000354
28 0.000047 67.-,0.000208 27 -0.000696 25 0.000479 65 0.000160
66 0.000248 38	 0.000617 5 0.000349 41 -0.000090 75 -0.000963
69 0.000063 37	 0.000318 73 -0.000793 6 -0.000856 49 0.000370
8 0.001867 47	 0.000053 9 0.000206 72 -0.000693 4 0.000686
"1 -0.001346 32	 0.000279 33 0.000525 20 -0.001057 60 0.000950
^ 1 0.000384 21 -0.001061 26 0.0008-37 1 -0.000140 48 0.000177
45 0.000083 0 -0.000016 29 01008116 36 0.000167 46 -0.000107
--0.000077 24 -0.000107 62 -0.000090 77 0.000303
n • 1024 V2	 103
I 	 LUS
1 t,	 4`45 16	 21?6 56 d10.4 Y1 "10"
,
$2 5486
1	 5540 53	 '1480 In 9480 `:"# `i4 -4 14 5570
10
	
:'369 19	 26 1 0 59 21630 50 2 ,1  1 57 2503
17	 553
DEF^LECTION$ INUIEb'	 +INTO ^.ENSQP
;O 0.001 70 -010111 11 0. 0S. , 	 50 -0.055
42 0.050 51	 0.010 to	 1.1.011 6 1-1 0. 023 0.022
101-ki ",u. L	 f	 ^ 39 -0.000 ,1101 4 -0. 000155 0. 0 CA I 16 G 24 -@. @010207
000 e^ 4k,
	
-0, 00 6^' 8.2 4: 0.0014Q ^ ' 000089 64 - 0.0000,^
44 (J. 060 1	 4 0 .0111    ? 6 1^ 3 - U. 0 Od 55 -4 -15 6.0023J-, 76 0.,a004b^4
0. Am 10: 5 G	 0. 00024 9 z1f 41. 000u	 t, 0.000574 65 0.000108
O.00OJ4.1 31.	 0. 000T - 5, 5 0.00045' 11 -0. ouO 111 75 -0.0012'50
0. 00110"4 1 31	 0.0004136 7 3 '^4-0. 0001`45x 6 -0. 00 1 1  U 49 0.000481
41	 0.01000,'2 9 O. 000.111^ *( i -0.00 1 89 5 4 0.000882
001 ' ? 341	 0. 0 (11 41: :.,5 3.1 0. 000611 13. 00 1 3!i-,' 60 0.00 1210
0.0(10413 21	 11. 00 11,195 26 0.001 0 1"0', 1 •0 00017 40 0. 00OZ:.;0
45 0.000113 0 -0.000 2 5 29 0.0001W 6 0.000?16 46 -0.000153
- 0.000087 2^^ - 0. 600 62 -0.000095 0. L^kik1'4k16
RUN f.
TIME 05-' 1$-12:30: 38 	 n • 109	 12w103
POD LOM IN LBS
15	 4250 16	 2119 56	 2089 55 .2109
12	 5510 53	 5466 13	 5450' '?4	 54 23
18	 2356 19	 2583 59	 2636 58	 2686
17	 2526
DEFLECTIONS INCHES +INTO SENSOR
30 -0.001 70 -0-010 31 -0.001 It	 -0.052
42	 0.050 51	 0.010 10	 0.011 68	 0.028









79 -0.001696 19 -0.000703 74 -0.000154 34 -0.+01166 24 -X0.000203
63 -0.000822 40 -0.000208 43	 0.001559 23 -0.000091 64 -0.000030
44 -0.000179 2	 00001317 3 -0.000558 35 0.002430 76 0.001461
2$3 0.000030 67 -0.000249 27 -0.000375 25 01000587 65 00000101
66 01000351 30	 0.000801 5	 0.000457 41 -0. 000110 5 -0.001202
69 0.+0000$9 37	 0.000407 73 -0.000960 6 -0.001101 49. 0.000480
0 0.002332 47	 0.000069 9	 0.000258 n -0.000895 4 0.000882
71 -0.001726 32	 0.000354 33	 0.000612 20 -0.001347 60 0.0012122 1 -0.001350 26	 0,901 873 1 -0.000173
^#3.00^11 0 -0.000038 . 29	 0.000151 36  .00213 46 -0.000149
0.000085 22 -0.000123 62 -0.000095 77 0.000422
Pull 9
1
TI ME	 05:13;12:30:30 n • 11}3	 n n4
ROD L01i1a$ IN LOS
15	 4677 16	 w3 U 56	 21299 55 23 ,213 52 6097	 g
11"'.	 6114 53	 6t1SE I	 6044 ^,4 6044 14 6161
10	 2506 19	 291J0 59	 2927 50 2997 ar 2.'90
281 0s DEFLECTION, INCHES +114TQ S< HSOR
:,ki . 0.001 70 °-8. 010 31 -0. 001	 11 ° 0. 05"	 ^.^^1 0. 050
Y
42	 0.053 51	 0. 01 Q to	 0.016	 t­!3 3. 0. 0  4
STPHINw IWIN
1 ^ -0.001874 39 -0.000766 7 4 -0.00017 ; '14 -0. CIO 	 JAI  24 -0.0002*12
' 6 -0.00&65 40 -0.000365 4 3	 0.001720 -0.000089 64 11.0000.'61
44 ' 0.000200 2	 0.0014 69 .	 -U. 0130t^ 1:3 '3 35 0.0026%, 76 Z+. 00051
. R 0. 0000209 6'i,	 -0.0002, 65 1'2..7 -0,000960 4s^ 0. 000615 65 0.000048
re r 0.000 ry86 38	 01000081 5	 0000514 4'1 -- 0.000 114 75 -0.0014:39
r. X1.0011106 37	 0.000457 73 -0.901054 6 -0.0012.x'7 49 0.000540
2.1.00257. 4 7 	 0.00	 7 0.000202 r 2 ^i.001 y>i00 4 0.000983 s
--0.001922 32	 0.000392 33	 0.000650 1'X1 0.0014'jr 60 0.001340
t 1 0,000543 21 -0.001500 26	 0.001198 1 --0.00011, 14 48 0.0002644'^ C	 21X101'-** 01 s3	 -0.000046 29	 13.0001 '" ;;t 0.F34111. L? 46 -0.0031.,2 sx . 0. 0000394 22,	 --0.000142 62 -0.00010 7T 13.0004r'S
RUN 10
TIME.	 Q5: 13:12: X0.1 ^1	 n • 1134	 12.114 a
R2'1U Lll_RM IN LE$
15	 4698 1 6 	2343 56	 :323 S15 '' 5a 6110
12	 61 224 53	 6100 13	 6077 54 8064 1-1 6167
18
	 2573 19 59	 292 7 `?; 2980 57 2797
2817
DEI'=LECTIOMS INMEr +INTO 8E11SOFk
A -0.001 70	 1 -13.010 31	 -0.001	 11 -0.05!`	 50	 ...X,.1158
42 0. 067 51	 13.010 10	 0.010	 66 0. b.:9	 .'fit ►3, 024 y^
,TRRINS	 IN,,'IH
9 -0 .001$74 39 -0.000770 74 -0.00017'0 '34 - 0.001306 24 -0.00024401 .. 0.04.0810 40 -0.000343 43	 0.00178' ;:'3 -0. 0000.138 64 -13.0000304.1
-0.000207 2	 0.001530 3 - 0.000619 'S 0.0102009 76 0.000518	 t
28 0.000022 67 -0.000267 27 -0.000969 25 0.0006 ,14 65 0.000041
66 0.000391 38	 0.000908 5	 0.000514 41 -0. 000112 75 -0.001475
69 0.000105 yr	 0.000461 73 -0.001059 6 -0.001?29 49 0.000540
' 8 0.002571  47	 0.00007' 9	 !^. 000285 72 -0.001004 4 0.000:83
. 71 -0.001927 32	 0.000393 33	 0.000652 20 -0.001502 60 0.001352
61 0.000556 21 -0.001504 26	 0.001199 1 -0.000189 48 0.000264
4 0.000129 Q -0.000057 29	 0.000172 36 0.000241 46" -0.000172
0.000093 22 --0.009145 62 -0.000104 77 0.000497







	 0511 ` 4 1213013$ 	 n sU96	 ft • as
A
w
' RAID LOADS IN LOS
15	 $108 16	 2566 5o	 2510 r .:: 2553 52 675012	 6771 50	 6755 13	 6725 54 E7 14 14 6$21
10	 2900 19	 3294 59	 3p"4 ki3 3301 57 3134
17	31 '
DEFLECTIONS INCHES +INTO SENSOR
-0.1301 70 -0.010 at -0.006	 It - 0.11..1i 50 •- 0.06042 0.050 51	 0.010 10	 0.010	 61 0.031 73` 0.026
' $TRAINS	 114,'INr 9
-06002060 39 -0.000828 74 -0.000202 IJ. (t014 .16 24 -0.0002716.1 -0.000998 40 -0.00038i' 43	 +3.001013 0. (30000-!! 64 --0.00003144 -0,00028 2	 0.001655 3 -0.000679 35 0.00030 ,10 '6 0.00057720 0.000015 6	 -0.000286 27 -0 001052 ?5 0.0006.'1 65 -0.000003
66 01 000381 30	 0.000973 5	 0.00056e 41 °0. 000 i :.'0 r 5 -0.00163,q0.00011 0 37	 0.00050 3 73	 -Ei. 0A 11 r t_t 6 - 01 001 b3^5 4 ^ 0. 000611
  
c 3 0. 00 11 815 47	 0.000082 9	 0.000310 12 430 1114 4 0.001005
"1 -0.00.? 140 32	 0.00+0+433 33	 0.000691 t O 0.00149561 0.000575 21 -0. 001653 26	 0.001324 1 0.00
	 4 -43 0.40028€1 145 U. 000142 0 -MM O61 29 0.0000 ?t, 0. 46 ^0.000194 1
-0.000102 22 -O.W t 6o 6^4 •°13.000109 ' ' ^J, ItQO =^'ra
12UN	 1
TIME	 05:1.1:12:30: .33 R • im
	
•2 • m
ROD LOADS I14 L6S t15	 5167 16	 2576 516	 c 5 c, -45
a .	 S? 1- 4 13	 "x s' t1 1 +^!A 61b114 S j 14 6795101 29k1 19	 3247 59	 :3204 X14, 'a 47 5't7 3104
1'	 ;104
DEi'LECTIONS INCNES^	 +1H11J C.EN3C1R
30 -0.001 x'13	 0. ki Ira -0.00,
•42 0.058 1 0.010 10	 43.010	 f;2'. 19	 u.'1 r'. tt,	 1"^,
^JRA1N5 IN IN
U041052 39 - 0. ! 00$1 Ott 74	 •-0. 004Vfi,1 ,9 0. 41114`i : 4 •- 0. 00020
r_, 11.4 00 ,4 ~ 1 40 .. Lt. 000401 43	 U. 001 q^  i:, it. C;i4; 0Ci c.4 -0.0000,1044 .. ^,.00021 3^ ^^.^^^1;	 ^ Y m^^.U006!^I ^ 0,0 76 0.0005i17
:-"C 11.000012 X57	 -0.00 1 1	 01-; 27	 -0.00101,",1 0fl0	 111 65 0.000009
t c; E1.11003 7 8 3;1
	 0.00099 5	 41. ^i4^rtGrt.t^ i 1 0 13001 16 75 -0.016"! k^l 
o. C+. !14101 1 ` s '	 0; 4^0o.-,o9  3 0.4101 365 4'a 0. 0006L'19
Vii, 13128	 4 4?	 li.l3t^t+l ,. tit	 4+.!+0 1 ;+1: ^i.f141111;u> 4 Ci.43Et1C1U6
.' 1 li. t11i	 l : s a.?	 1 .041414 ,? 3	 0.o13ttt'9" }, ..41. u016 141 f.0 +1.001495
t	 1 it, 0005,'. ;3 21	 Q.Op 10ir: . b	 4'1. 04j 1 w:'c`-r' 1 -b.lilit?e tai' 4^ 0.0012"11
11.liti1;ii4it 41	 11.(100075 29	 0.0001'j4.1 i' 0. V00 46 -0.0001964i.11Ctitlli0 1.0001h:; 62 -0. Oft Mi 0.000	 "fit
Rtlt1
	 i-, a
1 h1f 051: 1 a: 12: '; 1 .1: ? n	 me 	 D2	 3.
V1.11) LCIRD$ IN	 LNk,
5 1 1; 56	 17 Ft: ^`^ 5v 30 i
1	 0 `'3	 4'f' 1'3	 27 54 10 14 23I $
	
Iii 19 51)	 40 °l 17 57 10
If
	 10
w. IILFLEI,TIOW1	 IN1-Nk . +IMO r, ENSUPt+ U. 000 7Ct	 E, U 1 tt 31 -0. 01M	 11 - F"t. 01 -0.012 ^	 s'42 ~0. 005 51	 !i. 4314+ 10	 43.004	 6 it, 006 :z 41, i0 x
TEST 2 DATA (CONTINUED)
146
s'.TRRINS INAN r
-0.110430421 319 -X3.0043013 74 0. 00001 = ,.t 13 +43000 1 24 -0.000001
' G; 0.000021 40	 0.000130' 43 0.00009 .' 13.013043113 64 -0-0000 12
k 414 -0. s 1Q0+0IZ 20.006127 3 -0.0130007 41 0. 01j 21159 76 0.000000 	 f
- 1 . 1300010 15i' -0.000W %i -0. 0000Jt6 .''i 0. F3431:	 ti t), 0. 0410014t c. 0.000001 B.3
	 43.000026 5 0.400009 It 11.43Nk311f5 215 -0.0000743	 i1 69 0.0004300 0.000007 73 _0.0011417 ; r. -0.01<10008 49 -0.000025
0. 0000299 4"t	 -y 0.060004 9 Ia. 11111366 , . -0. oclowm 4 0,000011
f"! 0 .1 00006 M	 0.000001 33 U.000014 .•0 43.110110113 60 0.00001261 41. 13430 0.210 21	 -0.000007, 26 0. 000009 1 -0. 004300 40 1.000008
4;°t Q.000009 0 -0.000007 29 0.000001' .tr. 0. 000000 44 0.000009	 b0004;07 2	 -0.000009 62 -0.00000 't' t" -0. 0000"15
€ RUR' 14
11MfW
	 0a: 13s 12 s 3E1s 30	 n -3. 112. 1
POD L,OHDS 114	 LEIS
15	 10 16	 13 56 0 `45 It, 52 13
12	 3 53	 33 13	 10 54 1 T' 14 1r1;	 •_ 10 19	 13 59	 27 21,4'. 1 57 -3
1;	 -13
DE:t= LECTIO14S	 INCHES +INTO SLHSOR0 -0.000 70	 -0.1310 31	 -0.4104 11 ..0.411"	 00	 -0.01142	 0.041" 51	 0.010 10	 0.014 64r !1. 00 1.)	 r9 43. 1313,E
STRAINS INAN
- 0.000000 39 -0.000409 74 0.04.'10011 000007 24 0.0000006 10,
-0.000002 40	 0.41004305 4 3 0.000016 2:1. 0.000003 64 -0.0400104-4 -0.000004 2	 0.000061 3 0.0000@1 3`i 0.000035 76 0.000008
"r; kt. 00fjb31 1 67 --0.000009 27 -0.000025 ,":`.` 0.114#4, 012 65 0.00001166 0.000003 38	 0.000009 5 0.0000417 41 0.000012 75 0.00000069 _o. ou0000 37	 0.43001',05 73 -0.000065 t -0.00000q 49 -0.004304-2F 8 0.000021 4f 	 °0.000004 9 0.0000ft t - -0:000004 4 0.000007
7 1 4). 00000- 32	 '0.000001 33 0.000010 2143 -0.000007 60 0.000007	 r
61 0.000016 21	 -°0.000003 26 0.000005 1 -0.000006 48 0.400007	 3
45 0.000046 0	 0.000001 29 0.00000:0 ?6 0.000001 46 0.000007
-0.000006 2r -0.00000 7 62 -0.000006 77 °x0.0430010{
9
RUN	 1`,
i 1 1 ME	 0 is 1 a: 12 3 ►a A8	 n ` •0 72 • 1
kOD LORM I H
	
L E.c.
1c 1t.	 1 1 56 52
1:.	 °7 53	 13 13 r' cTrt i t, 14 101.,
	
-to 1.'+	 0 59 13 5 0
1."	 ^ 113
.1E1"LEXTIGWN; IHLHL'	 +114711 SENWR
0. 114J13 70-0. 010 31	 -0. !3212	 11 0, 11 0 00;
4 0.004 51	 0.010 10	 0.00 1, h .1% ki . >.10-1	 71R 11.4141. a
-WH I NS	 114 IN
a
r ^ 0. 00000 1 0. 000000 , 4 11, 0000 U ;4 U. 4"14313*_111,' ;n4 0.006003
r i3, ii0043 3v 411	 1211	 43472 11414 43 0.000010 :"t	 t^Eifi011< 64 -^0. 000006
14 11.00X11101 Ft ►30000` 3 41 1.'tui 002 T i10	 ^1r "02 6 E1.0 00LIA5
_0 1 0190006 67 x 4:1 .0000D .r".i' - 0. QUO a,, .'k `4.000004 r 5 0.000000	 r	 d
66 0.000001 38	 0.000002 5 0 . 000004 41 0	 1111114:10; 75 0. 000015
w ,, -0. 410041432 37	 0 000111+3 7 3 -E3	 131a41kr .1r'; . i3. 4ir11^1_1117 49 0.0004115
G 0. 00X1131 r 47 - 0. 00000i'_' 9 2. Xir;3t o1 i.1 -k1, i;19013.W3 0. 000003
71 --0. 000001 3 2 -0.000001 33 0.000Et0 T .'i:1 •^I. 00001136 60 0.000002d 61 0.000001 21	 _13.0041002 26 -0	 0o414'1w e 1 =4.3.00 04:3403 48 0. 000003
r . 4`_F 0. 000003 0	 10.000003 29 01 000000 ,1. 00of"W 1 46 43. 000009
'7 --!3 . 1100 002 22 -0.00000'2, 62 0.6430000 1'300015








15	 10 16	 10 56 .3
12	 to 5 1$ 	 30 1 1 4 14
I
EFLECTIONb IKHF. ^ +INrO WWOP
4j 0.0100 1 0 -0.010 .3 1
4Z 0.0104 s t	 0.010 10	 0. oo
`JKIAIW^	 IN-- IN
0.000000 39 --0.0000(17 '14 0. t.40i I ti 'A I'l. (Ijit1t)[1 0000 0 .1
L1	 000030, 40	 0.000004 ii 3 0. 000604 ? Q. 000011 64 -0.0000W
44 -0.000001 'J	 0.000004 3 01000001 -0. 001100 76 0.000004
-0. "000 1.` 'j. (10000c. r- 5 -0.000000
0. 00000 1 3	 0.00600'7 5 0. 0000 ^1 o . 0 0 0 0 li '1', '119 0,0001,75
1,? - 0. 1300003 3t,	 u. 00000 ,a (3 r-0. i1004" il. 0111100c. 1 ;•1 -0. U000 Is
0.00001e. 4 t -0.000001 9 it. 000003 0. OtiCIO(44 4 0,000004
1 --0. 0	 1 00 1 1:112	 0. 000000 13 ki ♦ 13001111 '.'. * -:6 0. o 0 fj 0 u 0. (300003
-0 0 0 0 ki 02 21	 o0lAfQ ^1 6 -". 000000 1 -0. 00000^ 48 0.000002
0. 00000 1 0	 (1.000001 0.000000 11. ouljou 1 46 0.000009







ROD LORDS 114 LB$
16 16	 to 56 a 13 to2	 -13 53	 3 13 3 54 17 14 7
to	 0 19	 3 59 20 58 20 13 7 V17	 -10
DEFLECTIONS INCHES +INTO SENSOR
30 0.000 70 -0.011 31 -0.000	 It A 4t. 011
	 50 -0.00742 0.004 51	 0.010 to 68 0.00	 78 0.003
STRAINS INAN
79 -11.1300001 39 -0.000008 74	 0.000010 `4 0.0000171 X44 0.000006
6 ", 0.00041 40	 0.000003 43	 0.000009 'A 0. 00001'13 64 -0.000006
4-4 6.000000 2	 0.000002 0.000000 '5 --0.000004 76 0.00000,
A. 000004 01" -0.000003 2" -0.000011 65 0.0000020.000004 33	 0-000000 0.00000, 75 0.000014
(I. 0oftlo 1 3"	 0.000001 '113 -0.00002 0. 00000 , 49 -0.000011
p 0000 17 47	 0.600003 9	 1). 0000 14 1. 0. klklooct 4 0. 00000 3
i"1 4. 110110113 32 -0.000000 33	 0.000006 0 0 0 0 07 60 0.000001
26 -0.000001 46, A.0000634 1, 0.000000 0	 0.000002 29	 0.000001 X 0. 00001 46 0. 0013009
f -0.000061 2?	 0.000000 62	 0. 100000 -43:600015
PON
	 113
I I ME	 05:13 12: :11.1: :3S 	 R•0 •Z+ 0
FlD LOADS IN LBS
53 13 era 14
9 20 5-1 -7
IIEFLECTIUNS INCHE	 +PITO XtISOP
A (1.000 011 31 -0.0110	 11 - U.011 01	 11117
0.004 51	 0.010 10 0. OV 0,
TEST 2 DATA (CONTINUED)
tii
148





4 .4311 4	 40 0.000001
0.000001	 2 0.006001E+. 0000 016	 61' -0.434100030.000004	 30 0.000000
-P- o43 ►3x1oz	 17 0.000002ti. X300010
	 47 -0. 000003




74 O. u0001 0 A 41.044" 07 44 0.00000443 0, 000009 f- ti= 0. 41410001 64 -%000006
3 -0. 000 000 3 x -0.000004 f 4, 43. 4300134,13
.27 -0. 0000 11 ,' j -0. 04)001t6 65 0. 0000011-11 
5 0.4340004 11 U. 00x44137 :°S 0.430001:3
73 -0. 000032 6 -0.4.1434 0 00: 49 :-0. 0000109 0. 4300004 =431 t343000 e3 4 0.43430000
33 0.000006 Ai -0.4)414 008 60 0.004,00"26 -0.4.300001 1 -0.000003 Av 0.04343 43 41.E
29 t0.0^4^i# ^^y^400 ,;^_ 0.4^C+4J^001 46 0.00000062 0. 000 01 1, -0. 000013 
















TIME	 05116109110102	 01% t	 /i 3• d
POD LOADS IN L0S1! 	^ 0	 16	 0	 56	 0	 5	 O	 ^	 O12	 0	 53	 0	 13	 0	 54	 0	 1410	 0	 19	 0	 59	 0	 Se	 0	 17"	 017	 0
'	 DEFLrCTIONS INCNES +INTO rANSOR i30	 0.000	 70	 0.+000	 31	 04 000	 11	 0.000	 511	 0. 000




0	 0.000000	 $9	 0.000000	 74	 0.000000
	 W	 0.000000	 24	 0. 00000e0.800000	 40	 0.000000	 43	 0.000000	 n	 0.000000	 64	 0. 000000
t 44	 0,000000	 2	 0.000000	 3	 0.000400	 1.15
	 0.0000013	 6	 0.00000
.: +	 0. 000000	 6"	 0.000000
	
2?	 0.000000	 0. 000000	 65	 0.000000
66	 0.000000	 3^)	 0.000000	 5	 0.000000	 41	 0.000000	 79
69	 0, 00000	 37	 0.000000	 73	 0.000000	 c	 01 000000	 49	 0.0000000.000000	 4"	 0.000000	 9	 0.000004	 71.	 0.000000	 +1	 0.0000000.000000	 S	 +0.000000
	
33	 0. 000000	 0.000000	 t0	 0.000000
tf 1	 0.000000	 .:'1 	 `0. 000+000	 Z6	 0. 000000	 1	 0.0043000
	
40	 0.070000
4r +	 0.000000	 0	 0.00000	 29	 0.000000	 r.	 0.000000	 46	 0.0000000, 000000
	 22	 0.000000	 612 	 0.040000	 " +'	 0.000000
TIME	 05-0 16.1 09: 10:02
	
Pis I
	 py • 0
ca
POD LOADS IN 15S
i	 i i	 16	 0	 5G	
__3	 Fyn+	 r	 5^	 ^:1	 0	 5a	 i	 t. 3 	 54	 1 4 	 :3
kl1	 La TI{:ws. INCHE ; +11110 '=•,H SOP
"kt	 - 0	 000	 i^0
	
Q. 000	 ;S 1
	
^!^. 4ifi(al
	 'Al 	 i_t, ittfki	 W'k9« 0000, 600	 51	 0.000	 10 -1 0.4300	 6;r.	 f3.4iv t'f	 000
°,, Tfr tiIhi`:,	 IN'IN	 r
kf. 43klEt043k	 a s	 k3.43 7kf ikJ t !	 i'4 -0.00000101	 #	 0. 000flk31	 4	 -0. 0000flo
i	 ►t 00000 1 	 4	 0. 006000	 41 - 1+, 49000 1	 1). 000(101.1	 C4	 [) UQ4,ikikf 1
0.000000	 2
	 -0.000001	 ? - fl. 41EfRT43l11	 r	 0"0000111 	 - 0 (10000 10.000000
	 Ear'	 0. Otft fk3	 27	 i1. tf0k' 6fil	 sf. f34tfffjt: ! 	 F `:+	 if. ffOf10{i4f
:•^, 13. 00 k 	3	 ^.0^U01	 ^i	 -ki. 4it3t^4a{31	 > 1 	 1r . ^i^i^^k1k1 1 	 t,	 - 11. 130000
r `+	 ft. "04563R12
	 37
	 0. 00000 1
	
r ^	 ^lt . 4 i k^t^ikikf^	 r	 4i	 Ff.f4f^iii 1	 }`^	 i). FJowa lml	 p
•tt. U00001
	 47	 13.000013t3 	 9	 -0. 004 ,10 0. ,	11
	
4	 k`f. 00t3tikfai	 €
t i . 060000	 -01000001
	
3)	 -e fl. kJok " fi t	 oofikili" 	 LAI	 0. 001101-10	 8
c	 f'3. 000001	 1	 6. fiti410450 	 2,7	 o. 606600	 A	 ,.f. r,ki4fk 3:	 Apt?	 0. flOUtiti 1
0E K)o 1	 1:1	 - fi.
 00 0003	 2`.)	 1,1. tif;#f3kift l
	
,E;	 t t, 1108 m i I	 4tC	 Ft. 004111tif?
x	 Ei,tl4ifiFiill
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